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KATE WALDRON - 625 Points

KEELA HuGHES - 625 points

Studying Medicine in UCD
Recipient of UCD Entrance Scholarship

Studying Physics and Astrophysics in UCC
WINNER of the Naughton Scholarship

MICHALINA GORA - 567
PATRICK NOLAN - 625 Points
Studying Engineering in UCD
Recipient of UCD Entrance Scholarship

Studying Biochemistry in UCD
Recipient of UCD Entrance Scholarship

GRACE STARETT - 625 Points
GRáINNE CARMODY - 625 points
Studying Occupational Therapy
in Trinity

Studying Law in UCD
Recipient of UCD Entrance Scholarship

CORMAC O’RIORDAN - 575 Points
CLARA CARROLL - 625 points
Studying Pharmacy in UCC

Studying Archeticture in UCD
Recipient of UCD Entrance Scholarship

SCHOOL RE-OPENING DATES
Monday 29th August
Wednesday 31st August
Thursday 1st September
Friday 2nd September

1st year students begin school, finished at 1.10pm
3rd and 6th year students return to school
5th year students and Transition Year students return to school
2nd year students return to school

HOLIDAYS
October Mid-Term
Christmas Holidays
Spring Mid-Term
St. Patrick’s Day
Easter Holidays
May Public Holiday
Summer Holidays

Closing Friday 28th October. Reopens Monday 7th November
School closes Wednesday 21st December. Reopens Thursday 5th January
School closes Friday 10th February. Reopens Monday 20th February
School closed on 17th March
School closes on Friday 31st March. Reopens on Monday 17th April
School closed on Monday 1st May
School closes on Friday 2nd June

2022/23 CALENDER - FIRST TERM
Weds. 17th & Thu. 18th August
Thursday 18th August
Wednesday 31st August
Tuesday 13th September
Thursday 15th September
Saturday 24th September
September/October (Date TBC)
20th September
Wednesday 5th October
17th - 21st October
24th - 28th October
14th - 18th November
15th - 21st December
Christmas Holidays
Thursday 12th January
Wednesday 18th January
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Gemma’s Uniforms in school
Second Chance Uniforms 12 - 2pm in school
Talk for parents of Transition Year Students 7.30pm in school
Talk for parents of 5th year 7.30pm in school
Talk for parents of 1st Year Students 7.30pm in school
Mercy Day
Talk for parents of 2nd years
Talk for parents and students 3rd and 6th years
Parents’ Council AGM
Maths Week
Health Promotion Week
Science week
House exams
School closes Wednesday 21st December. Reopens Thursday 5th January
School closed, staﬀ training
TY talk for parents of 3rd year students
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‘By their fruit you will recognise them. Do people pick grapes from thorn bushes,
or figs from thistles? Likewise, every good tree bears good fruit...’
Matthew:7

This year we celebrated 20 years ‘a-growing’ here in Mercy
Mounthawk with a joyful Garden Fete on 22nd May. It was a
wonderful opportunity to celebrate with the whole school
community in Tralee, staﬀ, past and present, students, past
and present, and of course the parents of our school
community. There was delight in being able to meet and
greet each other again after the Covid years and there was
joy in being able to reminisce on the stories of the past 20
years. I want to thank everyone, staﬀ, students and parents
who made our celebration possible.
A short presentation was recorded capturing a flavour of the
growth of the school over the years which you can see here:
https://youtu.be/rpJVZhg2ywA The presentation reminded
us that in 2002 we were a new school planted on new ground
- well it was an old golf course - and it was out of the old stock
of Moyderwell and Balloonagh. Looking at it now 20 years
later, I think the new site has proven to be good soil and the
stock has borne fruit in plenty - not just in size (we are now
over 1,300 students) but in abundance too (I calculate that
around six thousand students have passed through the
classrooms over that time).
More importantly, the fruit has been good - harvest after
harvest - and again this year we have re-emerged after Covid
to yield abundance in achievements. There have been
symbolic moments this year that capture the richness of the
holistic education that has been established in the school. We
have sustained our commitment to music and the arts with a
wonderful carol service and a slick and insightful production
of ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ in Siamsa. We have built
up the sporting tradition of the school with an All-Ireland
Championship win for our girls and our first Frewen Cup
Munster title at ‘A’ level for the boys. We won an All-Ireland
U16 Basketball title and retained the Kerry shields in Athletics
for another year in both boys and girls. The years of
development of our STEAM Academy and our engagement

with BT Young Scientist came to fruition this year too when
we gained the award for the ‘Best School in Ireland’ in the
competition. We have had great academic success with our
past students, as you will see in this newsletter.
In truth we have been blessed over the twenty years with
such talented young people, who have engaged
enthusiastically with the opportunities the school oﬀers. And
there have been many wonderful workers in this vineyard to continue the metaphor. The support, encouragement and
generosity of spirit of teachers in our school is second to none
and it is their energy that enthuses the students and
promotes the standard of education.
Focusing on the quality of education in the school, we are
engaged, as ever, in developing the curriculum and exploring
best practice in education methodology as you will read in
the School Planning Report in the newsletter. Of immediate
interest is the change to one-hour classes next year. We await
also the next extension to the building that will enhance the
facilities even further and provide for the education of the
next generation of Tralee students.
We can look ahead in hope and expectation to the next
decades of growth in Mercy Mounthawk.
Sincerely,

John O’Roarke, Principal
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by Jada Clarke

tes final in UCC
Bey Guilfoyle, runner-up in Munster deba

This year I was given the opportunity to enter into the UCC
philosophical society Munster schools debating competition.
It was both an honour and a privilege to have been able to
participate in such a renowned school debate.
School debating has taught me so much. It has shown me the
importance of debate and how the world has changed time
and time again because people had opinions/ideas that they
were willing to fight for. Our teachers were of great help when
it came to preparing our speeches. They taught what it takes
to become a good debater and how to succeed within this
competition. They assisted us tremendously when it came to
structuring a debate and organising our speeches into the

As Margaret Heﬀernan once said, ‘For good
ideas and true innovation, you need human
interaction, conflict, argument and debate’.
correct/required order. I have developed many skills from
debating that I will continue to use and develop in the future.
Arguing a motion and developing rebuttals was such a
fascinating and enticing experience. To debate in front of an
adjudicator and a live audience was truly astonishing in itself.
Getting through to the Munster semi-finals was such an
achievement for me. Unfortunately I was unable to finish the
competition due to unforeseen circumstances but I will
forever be grateful for having been given the opportunity to
participate. I will continue to use my voice and my debating
skills from this day forth. As they say, be the change that you
want to see in the world.

Bhí bliain thar a bheith difriúil ag grúpa traidisiúnta na scoile
arís, áit inar thosnaíomar le srianta Covid-19 agus a
chríochnaíomar gan mascanna agus le liú scléipeach!
I mí Dheireadh Fómhair, tháinig na ceoltóirí go léir le chéile
agus bhí lón le ceol againn leis an gceoltóir cáiliúil Brendan
O’Sullivan.
Go gairid ina dhiaidh sin thosaíomar ag cleachtadh do
sheirbhís na Nollag agus bhí Brendan chomh tógtha leis an
bhfuinneamh inár ngrúpa gur thoiligh sé eagrú a dhéanamh
ar Ding Dong Merrily on high dúinn agus é a mhúineadh
chomh maith.
Chaitheamar alán ama á chleachtadh, mar aon le Don Oíche
Úd i mBeithil, Suantraí na Maighdeanna agus Le coinnle an
linbh Íosa i rith am lóin roimh ré. B'fhiú é ar deireadh, amh,
cé gur chloígh an víreas cuid dár gceoltoirí ag an bpointe
boise faraoir, ach bhí meitheal spleodrach againn a dhein
ana ghaisce ar lá na taifeadadh agus bhaineamar ana
shásamh as.
Bhíomar le cloisint ar Radio Kerry ar Lá Nollag. Bhíomar
chomh bródúil as an dóchas agus as an árdú croí a bhain leis
an gclár seo dár ngaolta, agus dóibh siúd fós faoi scamall an
víreas.
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Ghlacamar páirt i Searmanas na ngradam, i gCeiliúradh fiche
bliain na scoile agus in Aifreann bronnadh céime na blianadeirimse leat go raibh mí Bealtaine gnóthach, suimiúil
againn!
Ní féidir deireadh a chur leis an alt seo gan buíochas a
ghabhail le Judith Waugh agus Darragh Hennessy a chaith a
laethanta scoile inár dteannta le fonn agus le spraoi, agus a
bheidh ag imeacht uainn um mbliana. Mothóimid uainn
sibh- beir bua leis an saol úr a chairde!
Míle buíochas ó chroí le na ceoltóirí go léir a ghlac páirt i rith
na bliana agus le Miss Lawless agus le Miss Ní Dheargáin a
thug gach iarracht adhastar a chur orainn uaireanta!
Cloistear an nath Nuair a stadann an ceol, stadann an rince,
bhuel níor stadamar agus le cúnamh Dé chuir sé le bhúr
rince i rith na bliana.
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OvERALL GROuP RuNNER uP AT BT YOuNG SCIENTIST
Conor Bradshaw, Dara Newsome, David Hughes

It is a testament to the dedication of our students and the commitment of the teachers to the STEAM
Academy in our twentieth year. The consistency of their work has delivered dividends for them.

Rachel Feeley
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Coran Hughes

Kai Seno

Aoife Burke

Paula Holmes
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Awarded best school in ireland
at BT Young Scientist Competition 2022
Back: Áine Newsome, Paula Holmes, Aoife Bourke, Julian McCormack, Abidat Babatunde, Milena Ustianowska
Front: Kai Seino, Coren Hughes, Conor Bradshaw, David Hughes, Dara Newsome, Rachel Feeley. Missing from picture: Sean Warr, Seán Thibeaud
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1st YEAR MATHS QuIz WINNERS

MATHS QuIz WINNERS

1:1 Riaín Kelly
1:2 Donnacha Hartnett
1:3 Cathal Fitzgearld
1:4 Michael Diallo

Senior Quiz Class Winners held during Maths Week in October

1:5 Billy Cliﬀord
1:7 Grace Nolan
1:8 David Sargent
1:9 Megan Noonan

MATHS WEEK - MATHS POSTER COMPETITION
The winning Maths Poster Competition in 1st year held
during Maths Week.
Naomi Osubodu Class 1.9, Bianka Qatja Class 1.3,
Brian Hennessy Class 1.3, Martin O’Flaherty Segade Class 1.1

Mathew O’Mahony, Darragh O’Mara, Ciara Madden, Brian McElligott,
Adeola Idowu

6th YEAR MATHS QuIz TEAM
‘Team Maths’ - our 6th Year Quiz Team who finished second
in the national final held in UCD on Saturday 12th March.
Beaten by a single point, it was a phenomenal achievement.
The competition is held annually and organised by the Irish
Maths Teachers Association.
Darragh O’Connor, Adeola Idowu, Conor Bradshaw, Jack Dakissia
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This years’ Science week was a great success with a very large number of students taking part in
the many events organised. This year we had a Super Furry animals show, an energy workshop,
lunchtime Science Club, Fun experiments, Word searches, Cartoon elements, Crosswords,
ISTA Photograph competition, discussion materials on Bio-economy and Smart Communities,
1st year science quiz and a ‘Mind Map’ competition.
FIRST YEAR QuIz WINNERS
The winners of the 1st year science
quiz were:

Bryan Kelly

Liam Ounnas

Jack O Sullivan

Adedamola Adekunle Idowu

Aine Newsome

Cillian McGrath

1.1 Liam Ounnas
1.2 Donncha Hartnett
1.3 Adedamola Adekunle
(Adedamola) Idowu
1.4 Cillian McGrath
1.5 Aine Newsome
1.6 Sean Cantwell
1.7 Jack O’Sullivan
1.8 Bryan Kelly
1.9 Charlie Kennelly

Congratulations to all of these
students. They were presented
with their winning trophies on
Monday November 15th.
A very large number of students
across all the years took part in the
‘Mind Map’ competition. Fantastic
‘mind maps’ were produced by a
large number of students. Thanks
to all the students and their
teachers for their great work.

Sean Cantwell

Charlie Kennelly

Donncha Hartnett
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STEAM
ACADEMY
Over the twenty years since the school opened, we have sought
to provide a broad curriculum for students in the town, with a
range of practical and academic subjects and we have worked
to establish a tradition of exploration in science and technology
for both boys and girls. We have built up what has come to
be known as our STEAM Academy - a group of teachers across
maths, science, technology, engineering and the arts who run
co-curricular clubs and activities that focus on an approach to
learning that uses discovery and problem solving to further
student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking. In Mounthawk
we believe this approach encourages students to take
thoughtful risks, engage in experiential learning, persist in
problem-solving, embrace collaboration, and work through
the creative process. Students are given a STEAM mentor to
guide them to STEAM activities and tasks within the school.
This mentoring role allows students to be challenged and also
supported in their eﬀorts. We hope these students will be the
innovators, educators, leaders, and learners of the 21st century.

Engineers Week
This year Mercy Mounthawk celebrated National Engineers
Week with many diﬀerent activities for the whole school
community to get involved in. The aim of the week is to
promote engineering in its diﬀerent fields, giving students a
taste as to what engineering is. This event was a huge success.
Students from all year groups including students who do not
study engineering in school got involved throughout the week.
A key part of Engineers Week centers around the idea of giving
students who do not study engineering an opportunity to
experience the many diﬀerent aspects of engineering.
A number of challenges were held during the week, such as
bridge construction, tallest tower, and a very exciting egg drop
challenge which students really enjoyed. With the use of five
3D printers the winners of each challenge were presented with
their very own 3D printed trophy.

Bebras Challenge
F1 in Schools
Mercy Mounthawk’s second year entering the Formula 1 in
schools’ competition saw teams develop skills in business,
marketing, team management, and engineering. Each team
developed a range of diﬀerent car prototyping designs with
the 3D printers in the school.
In total 4 teams from Mercy Mounthawk battled it out at the
Galway final. While not finishing on top in this years’
competition, the teams will have the option to take part again
next year also and will have learned much from taking part in
this years’ competition.
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The Bebras Challenge, now in its 6th year in the school,
challenges children in all age categories in computational
logic and problem-solving. This challenge is not just an Irish
competition but takes place every year across Europe. It is a
challenge that in Mounthawk each 1st year gets a chance to
participate in. The challenge focuses on skills that are needed
in the STEAM careers of the future.
This year Kai Seino was a National Runner Up in his category
and many other students were placed highly in Kerry.
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On 24th March we welcomed our new Ukrainian students
into the Mercy Mounthawk School Community.
By the end of the year they had integrated really well
into the school community and many of them have
got involved in various diﬀerent areas of school life.
We look forward to welcoming them back again in August.

The universal Language of Sport
by Mairead Moriarty

Our Ukrainian student Mariia Maryntse
va currently a European Synchronised Swim
ming
Gold Medalist - with a haul of medals won
with
Kingdom Swimming Club.

Sasha Stefanyshen, our 17 year old Ukrainian student studying at
Mercy Mounthawk has been signed by Kerry FC. Wearing the all
important No.4 jersey, Sasha is proving to be a valuable member of
this League of Ireland squad.
When Sasha first arrived at his accommodation at the Earl of
Desmond Hotel in Kerry, he walked into Tralee to find a soccer club.
Looking at Austin Stack Park he was thrilled to think that a town like
Tralee would have such an impressive stadium. Once he made
contact with Kerry FC, he realised that perhaps soccer wasn’t the
number one sport in our county!
On Saturday, 9 April Sasha and his team took to the pitch at the
KDL in Tralee for his first home game - a league match against Cobh
Ramblers. To ensure that his mother, Lillian, and some of his newly
forged friends from the Earl of Desmond could attend the game, a
bus was organised. Thanks to the generosity of Billy Mangan Coaches
(Knocknagoshel) who donated the bus, plus the kindness of Peter
Middleton (Brosna), who not only drove us but repurposed his native
Roscommon flag for the occasion, the trip from the Hotel to the game
and back again was seamless.

Mrs Stenfanyshen, Mounthawk students Artemis,
Nora, Zlata and Alona.

The Ukrainian girls, who are now a keen part of Kerry FC's fan club,
had never been to a football match before. It was a fun social outing
for them and they got to meet some of their school friends, Rory and
Orgito who came along to support Sasha and the team.
It wasn’t Kerry FC’s day, losing to Cobh 3 2. But I like to think that
sport was the overall winner. Watching Sasha bring his talent and
enthusiasm to his new club, seeing the support extended to him
not just from the sidelines but from his teammates, reminds me that
there are no borders when sport is played at its most authentic level.
John O’Regan of Kerry FC who welcomed all the Ukrainian fans to
the KDL free of charge summed it up. ‘Sasha is a lovely fella.
You’d be delighted to help in any way.’
Mounthawk League of Ireland players, Alex Hoare,
Sasha Stefanyshen and Sasha's mother, Lillian.
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After almost two years of school without any football we had
strong ambitions for the year ahead. We wanted to be the team
to beat, but after being out of action so long as a result of
Covid, it was hard to tell what the strength of the other teams.
Our first 2 rounds of the Munster competition didn’t bring us
too far from home and we dominated against Presentation
Castleisland and Coláiste Íde & Iosaef of Abbeyfeale.
We then took the ferry to Clare to take on Spanish Point in the
Quarter Final. Once more, we came out on top. This was a
massive turning point for us. This game gelled us as a team,
and we were no longer playing as individuals but with one
another and for one another.
In the Munster semi-final we played a tough St. Annes side
from Tipperary in Rathkeale but we gave one of our best team
performances ever that day, so there was no doubt we were
going to qualify for the final.
We challenged Skibbereen CS - a strong Cork team, in Cill na
Matra in Cork for the Munster final which was nerve-wracking
to say the least but it was a big day and an important match
and with a tonne of perseverance and team spirit from the
entirety of our team and management, we managed to pull oﬀ
a victory and win our first ever Munster title with a scoreline
of 5-11 to 1-08.
Celebrations were short lived however as we got ready to face
our All-Ireland semi-final only 5 days later in Oﬀaly. With a
stroke of bad luck, we ended up without a couple of players
and even one of our management team on the day. This blow
before the match had even started was unsettling but it gave
us even more determination to win it and everyone who was
there stood up and played with heart and determination and
we crossed the line once again.
FINAL SCORE: Crossmolina - 1.06 Mounthawk - 2.20
So we come to the end of this series of games, our All-Ireland
final (crazy to say it) was on in Ballinasloe, Co. Galway on the
26th of March. The heat outside the team bus was sweltering
but we were looking forward to playing Leinster champions,
Maynooth as we made our way up.
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It’s fair to say emotions were running high on the day but we
were determined to make Mounthawk supporters proud and
take the once in a lifetime opportunity by the reins. It was a
tight game and we endured a battle up to the very last minute
of the match but thankfully we were the better team at the end
of the day and we secured ourselves an All-Ireland victory and
the silverware that came with it.
It felt surreal to win the All-Ireland, and I’m sure I speak on
behalf of everyone when I say that, but it meant even more to
captain such an amazing group of players, girls who
encouraged each other on and oﬀ the field, a team where
every single person was important in keeping up the group
dynamic and just a bunch of incredible footballers too.
That moment will live with us forever and we’re so grateful for
the platform the school gave to us at the time, the assemblies,
the support from home, words of encouragement, all the
celebrations thrown in our honour and of course our coaches
Ms. Ní Mhuircheartaigh and Ms. Brosnan for sticking with us all
year.
To finish our year oﬀ nicely we played 2 more games in the
Kerry competition which we ended up winning out in the A
division to complete our unbeaten run.
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TY Active Leisure organised a first year ladies football blitz in
February raising over €90 for The Kerry/ Cork Cancer Link Bus.
Great fun was had and thankfully the rain held oﬀ!
A Final Winners - Green Team
B Final Winners - Yellow Team
A final MVP - Aoibheann McCarthy
B final MVP - Naomi Osibodu
Player’s Player - Taylor Stack

OUR JUNIOR GREEN
LADIES FOOtBALL tEAM
They narrowly lost out in Munster
D quarter final and were finalists
in the County B Cup final.

JUNIOR RED LADIES
FOOtBALL tEAM
Our Junior Red Ladies Football Team reached
the Munster D1 Plate quarter-final and lost
out in County B Cup semi-final to eventual
winners Pres Killarney (who beat our Junior
Green Team).
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School Football at Mercy Mounthawk is a
unique opportunity to assemble players from
a variety of rival clubs all around Tralee to
create in essence a divisional team.
The Mercy Mounthawk Senior Football team is fortunate to be
represented by many fantastic clubs around Tralee, from Austin
Stacks, Ardfert, Annascaul, Ballymaceligott, Churchill, John
Mitchels, Kerins O’Rahillys and Na Gaeil. All the work done at
underage level in player development contributes massively to
successful school teams.
The Mercy Mounthawk Senior Boys enter two competitions
annually, the O’Sullivan Cup (Kerry) and the Corn Uí Mhuiri
(Munster A).

O’SuLLIvAN CuP | Round 1
Mercy Mounthawk v's CBS Tralee (29/9/21)
O’Sullivan Cup, Quarter Final: 0-8 to 4-8
Mounthawk opened their year with a match against local rival
CBS Tralee, held in Connolly Park on 29th September 2021. The
final score didn’t really paint a realistic picture of a game in
which Mounthawk had been in the lead for 44 minutes. Many
lessons were learnt however and the disappointed Mounthawk
players felt they had much more to oﬀer.

O’SuLLIvAN SHIELD FINAL 2021
All teams who lost their opening round game in the O’Sullivan
Cup ended up in the Sullivan Shield. Mounthawk by virtue of
the draw ended up getting a bye to the O’Sullivan Shield Final.
Intermediate School Killorglin played Pobalscoil Chorcha
Dhuibhne in the semi final. ISK convincingly won their semifinal
1-23 to 1-11. Mercy Mounthawk v's ISK was played in Farranfore
/Firies GAA grounds Wednesday 20th Oct 2021. Mercy
Mounthawk Senior boys claimed the 2021 O’Sullivan Shield after
a hard fought victory over the more fancied ISK team.
Scorers: Laragh O’Connor: 1-7, Laragh McIvor: 1-1,
Chris Nolan: 0-2, Dohan Ferris: 0-2, Evan Foley: 0-1,
Sean Broderick: 0-1, Sean Brosnan: 0-1
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CORN uí MHuIRI | Round 1
Mercy Mounthawk played St Flannans College Ennis in Round 1
of the Munster Senior A, Corn Uí Mhuiri in Eire Óg Gaa Ground
in Ennis on Wednesday 3rd November 2021.
The Corn Uí Mhuiri was a bit of a venture into the unknown for
both sides as without a lot of matches played throughout the
province due to Covid times it was hard to know where teams
would match up against one another. Mounthawk came out on
top through some clever and patient play and in the closing
minutes a spree of seven points with one in reply meant the final
score stood at 2-14 to 1-7.
Scorers: Darragh O’Connor: 1-6, Darragh McEvoy: 1-0,
Rob Monahan: 0-2, Odhran Ferris: 0-2, Caden O’Mahony: 0-2,
Chris Nolan: 0-1, Eddie McCarthy: 0-1

CORN uí MHuIRI | Round 2
Following the success of Round 1 v’s St Flannans, Mercy
Mounthawk played Colaiste Chriost Rí Cork in Round 2 of the
Corn Uí Mhuiri, played in John Mitchels GAA ground on
Wednesday 17th November 2021.
The final whistle blew four minutes later with Mounthawk
having achieved the win with a score of 1-7 to 0-3 after a real
mental battle of a second half. The victory was a historic one for
Senior Football in Mounthawk, with the school reaching the
Corn Uí Mhuiri Quarter finals for only the second time in the
school’s history.
Scorers V’s St Flannans: Odhran Ferris: 1-2, Sean Brosnan: 0-2,
Chris Nolan: 0-1, Darragh O’Connor: 0-1, Rob Monahan: 0-1
The Quarter Final draw was made on the 2nd December with
the remaining games as follows;
Corn Uí Mhuiri Quarter Finals
1 - Skibbereen CS v P.S. Rathmore
2 - Clonakilty CC v Tralee CBS
3 - Hamilton HS Bandon v Mercy Mounthawk
4 - St. Brendans Killarney v Colaiste Na Sceilge
The Corn Uí Mhuiri Quarter-Final Matches took place on
Saturday 15th January 2022.
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CORN uí MHuIRI | Quarter Finals
Mercy Mounthawk v’s Hamilton Bandon
Mounthawk entered the Corn Uí Mhuiri Quarter Finals for only
the second time in the school’s history on January 15th, played
in Bishopstown GAA Astro 4G pitch.
This was a tight game throughout with very little between the
sides. Mounthawk fought hard and were in it to the very end.
There was one point between the teams at the 59th minute. With
time against Mounthawk and Bandon with everyone in their own
half we could not get the score needed to tie the game.
Final score, Mercy Mounthawk 1-10, Bandon 3-5.
Scorers V’s Hamilton Bandon:
Chris Nolan 0-4, Paddy Lane 1-1, Jack Kearney 0-2,
Cillian Litchfield 0-1, Niall Collins 0-1, Rob Monahan 0-1.
For the Mounthawk Senior Boys we just didn’t get over the line
on the day. Bandon went on to the Corn Uí Mhuiri Semi-final,
playing St Brendans Killarney in a classic, narrowly losing after
extra time. St Brendans themselves went on to win the Corn Uí
Mhuiri and reach the Hogan Cup Final where they narrowly lost
out. Football can be cruel and for the players and coaches we
can reflect on how close we got on the day and what more could
have been achieved. Across the school Gaelic Football has been
doing fantastically well in recent times, it is very much on the rise
and we are achieving more and more year on year. In the short
twenty-year history of the school we have moved from the
bottom in Kerry and Munster competitions to competing with

the best in the ‘A level’ across the age categories. A special thanks
to all the parents, volunteers and the clubs in Tralee for
developing these brilliant young people for the school to have
the pleasure of coaching across a variety of sports.
The impact of Covid-19 over the past few years has meant the
joy and pleasure of playing football has been even more valued
by these young players
Finally, from Mr Lally and Mr Sugrue, we would personally like to
thank the departing 6th Year students for their tremendous
commitment to school football, many of which we have been
fortunate to coach since U-15 level. We wish you all the best in
the future.
Special thanks to former student Aaron Dewey of GST for the
sponsorship of a new set of Senior Football Jerseys.
SENIOR FOOTBALL SQuAD 2021/2022
Daniel Bowler, Sean Broderick, Sean Brosnan, Bobby Byrne,
Darragh Caplis, Niall Collins, Cathal Donovan, Adam Doyle, Hugh
Emerson, Conor Enright, Odhran Ferris, Evan Foley, Bryan Godley,
Dylan Harris, Tom Hoare, Danny Jeﬀers, Jack Kearney, John
Kearney, Paddy Lane, Martin Laucher, Cillian Litchfield, Cian
Mason, Eddie McCarthy, Darragh McEvoy, Rob Monaghan, Cian
Moran, Joey Nagle, Chris Nolan, Donal O’Sullivan, Darragh
O'Connor, Caden O’Mahony, Odhran Pierse, Sean Pollmann
Daamen, Tim Pollmann Daamen, Sean Rice, Kian Sheehan, Noah
Townsend, Eoghan Walsh.

This year our golf team competed in the West Munster Competition of the Irish
School Boys Senior Golf Championship. The competition took place on Monday
14th March and our boys came third in the competition.
It was a team of 5 with 4 scores to count on the day.
The team consisted of Roan Grattan, Cian Moran,
Oisín McGibney, Gary O’Riordan and Alex Haire.
The boys thoroughly enjoyed the experience and
are all eligible again next year and are looking
forward to competing.

JuNIOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Tadhg Moran and Darragh O’Callaghan represented
Mercy Mounthawk in the Junior Boys Munster Golf
Competition on a very wintery day in Newcastle West
golf club and were only a few points shy of the
winners. Lucy Grattan represented the school in the
Junior Girls Munster Golf Championship in Charleville
on the 1st March. Her handicap is tumbling down
and we look forward to watching her progress in the
year ahead.

Roan Grattan

Lucy Grattan
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DuNLOE CuP

FREWEN CuP

Our U16.5 football team had a tremendous year, winning our
first and second ‘A’ football titles in the process. In our first
game, the Dunloe cup quarter final against local rivals, CBS
The Green, we put in an outstanding team performance, and
finished very strongly. This win gave us the confidence that
we were a match for anyone.

The start of the Frewen cup, our Munster campaign, was
delayed due to Covid. We finally got to play Kilorglin in the
quarter final, and even though we conceded an early goal,
we showed excellent resilience to fight back, with Skye Lynch
bagging a hat trick in the process!

The Dunloe semi-final was played in treacherous conditions
in Ballyduﬀ. Playing into a gale force breeze in the first half,
we withstood St Michaels Listowel’s pressure, and opened
up a 6 point lead at half time. In the second half, our work
rate and skill execution were very impressive, pushing us
through to the Dunloe cup final.
Awaiting us in the final were Presentation Milltown, who
had won the last Dunloe final played in 2019. Dr Crokes was
the stage, and the first half was a tense aﬀair, with Miltown
defending doggedly and attacking well on the break.
An early second half goal from Noah Townsend lifted us and
we finished the game powerfully again. The celebrations on
the final whistle were wild, and captain Odhran Ferris lifted
the Dunloe cup!
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St Brendans Killarney, the most successful school in Munster
Gaelic football were always going to be formidable opponents
in the semi-final. We took the game to them from the outset,
with first half goals from Paddy Lane and Obinna Tswakiyi
giving us a platform for victory. The SEM battled back in the
second half, and reduced the deficit to 3 points. Thankfully,
with some resolute defending and outstanding saves from
Michael Tansley, we managed to hold out and were on our
way to the Frewen final!
We saved our best performance of the year for the final.
St Flannans, on the back of winning the Munster ‘A’ hurling
U16.5 title, were looking to do an historic double. From the first
whistle, we clicked into gear, stifling any St Flannans attack and
moved the ball with skill and speed into our forwards. We had
a good lead built at half time and even though St Flannans had
the breeze in the second period, we held them out and picked
oﬀ some great scores in the second half too. Odhran Ferris
once again lifted the cup, and the Frewen cup was coming to
Mounthawk!
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uNDER 15 SOCCER TEAM
Our under 15 soccer team won the inauguaral Kerry Shield Competition.
They beat Castleisland, St. Brendan's Killarney and The Green.
Mounthawk won a thrilling final on penalties after a tense
1-1 draw in the final.
Aaron Harty, captain of the Mercy Mounthawk U15 Soccer Team
accepting the trophy.

This year we started a new after school club at Mercy
Mounthawk - Makerspace Club. With 28 club members from
across various year groups, this new initiative proved very
successful. The club met every Friday and on some occasions
met twice a week. The Makerspace Club is a place for handson learning. It promotes innovation through practical
experimentation and fosters a maker mindset in students.
This club encompasses all aspects of STEAM education and
has enabled students to make a number of diﬀerent projects,
both digital and physical. The Makerspace Club incorporates
learning in a number of diﬀerent areas including coding,
robotics, science, engineering, designing, 3D printing and
inventing.
Some of the projects completed this year include:
• Astro-pi Mission zero - The European Astro Pi Challenge is
an ESA Education project run in collaboration with the
Raspberry Pi Foundation. It oﬀers students the amazing
opportunity to conduct scientific investigations in space by
writing computer programs that run on Raspberry Pi
computers on board the International Space Station (ISS).
Eighteen Makerspace students took part in this year's
challenge and will have their code running on board the ISS
this summer.

• Cardboard Engineering - Most recently, the students have
started their cardboard engineering designs. Cardboard
engineering involves recycling paper, cardboard and other
materials. Students also have to use maths, electronics and
design to turn their ideas into reality.
In our club students are encouraged to create, problem solve,
develop and share their skills, talents, thinking and designs.
We are looking forward to welcoming back our current
members and hopefully some new members to take on some
exciting projects again next year.

• The Design and Construction of Students' Own Robots
Students learned how to use CAD software and design their
own robots/ keyrings and models. Students were then able
to 3D print their creations and watch them come to life.
Students also learned electronics and soldering skills when
creating their designs.
• Recycle Cardboard into anything with 3D Printing
One student worked on a project using CAD to create
moulds. His goal is to recycle paper and cardboard to form a
pulp and then use his 3D printed moulds to enable him to
recycle paper and cardboard into almost any 3D object.
Lewis Hughes, 1st Year
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UIb ‘A’ Boys Basketball Schools Cup ALL IRELAND CHAMPIONS

Back: Ben Murphy, Jamie Carroll Cane, Sean Heaslip, Tadhg Moran, Conor Galvin, Paddy Lane, Daniel Kirby
Front: Jake O’Connor, Sam Boyle, Ryan Ybanez, Tom Long, Michéal Savage, Kevin O’Donoghue, Tomás Kennedy

Captain Ryne Ybanez lifted the cup for Mounthawk after their
victory in the Pinergy Basketball Ireland U-16 A Boys Schools
Cup Final. Paddy Lane picked up the MVP (Most Valuable Player)
after his 21 point performance, while Thomas Kennedy also
caught the eye with an impressive 27 points.
A huge thank you to their coaches John Dowling, Lyndsey
Moriarty and Jimmy Diggin for their time and eﬀort in securing
another All-Ireland for Mounthawk.

Our wonderful U19 team also reached the final in
Tallagh and fought valiantly until the end to lose out by
only one point.
Well done to Tomás Kennedy who was named National
Schools boys player of the year recently. What an
accolade for an outstanding young talent!

Our Senior girls’ basketball team had a great season this
year. Considering the team had a long absence from the
court due to Covid, the team acquitted themselves
superbly. In our first game played in John Mitchel’s GAA
Complex we defeated Ennis on a score of 64 - 50. Following
on from this the team defeated Crescent from Limerick
and Pres Castleisland, and following a narrow defeat to
Castleisland Community College we qualified for the Kerry
semi-finals against Kenmare. A narrow defeat here put us
into a playoﬀ against Rathmore to qualify for the All
Irelands. An incredible game ensued with our team coming
away with an overtime victory 46-41. This set up an AllIreland Quarter final against Clonaslee who had won the
Midlands region. Another great battling performance by
our girls saw us take a well-deserved victory to qualify for
the All-Ireland playoﬀs which were held in Tallaght. We
came up against a very strong Mercy Waterford team and
unfortunately lost out to the eventual champions. A very
fitting ending for our sixth-year students who got to play
in the National Basketball Arena in their final game for the
school. Personally, I can’t thank them enough for their
dedication and commitment to overcoming obstacles that
were continuously thrown their way. I would like to wish
Clodagh Murray, Lara Flynn, Roisin Long, Shonagh Griﬃn
and Emily O Brien all the best in their future sporting
endeavours. Very bright futures ahead for them no doubt!
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Our school year commenced with great plans to develop our
camogie teams at both junior and senior level.
We attended many Camogie Blitz’s in Cork throughout
the year with two junior 7 a side teams each putting in
outstanding performances in the Munster competitions
held in Mallow. We had success early in the year, winning the
Munster 7’s competition in October at junior level. It was
fantastic to be able to put forward two teams representing
Mercy Mounthawk as well as having TY coaches mentoring
the teams alongside the coaches.
We had a Poc Fáda fundraiser in December, organised by TY
students Casey Ryle, Amy O’Loughlin and Éabha O'Connor,
which saw many of the school students and staﬀ take to the
field to contest for the title of Mercy Mounthawks longest Poc!
This fundraiser allowed the squad to get team tops at a
subsidised cost so a big thank you to the TY students.
Local business ‘Kerry Group’ came on board to sponsor our
team jerseys and also sponsor the development of a Kerry
Camogie Blitz. This allowed us to organise and host the
inaugural ‘Kerry Group’ Schools Camogie Blitz, last April
in Caherslee GAA grounds. There were over 150 students
playing from 7 secondary schools from around Kerry and
beyond competing in this day of competitive camogie.
Mercy Mounthawk played fantastically on the day, having
succeeded to win a place in all three finals, for the Senior Cup,
Junior Cup and Junior Shield competitions. We very narrowly
missed the chance of glory on all three contests. Luck was not
on our side in the end but the skill displayed in all finals was
fantastic and reassuring that camogie is well and truly alive and
thriving in Mercy Mounthawk.

Mercy Mounthawk hope to host this as an annual event
and staﬀ are also working on developing an annual ‘Kerry
Camogie Schools League’ amongst the Secondary Schools
in Kerry.
A special thanks to local business 'Kerry Group' for sponsoring
and supporting the team and this event, especially to Claire
Salmon, Group Financial Controller for attending and
presenting the prizes to the winning teams. The day was well
supported by local club Parnells Hurling and Camogie Club as
well as Munster Camogie Development Oﬃcer, Stuart Reid,
Kerry Camogie Development Oﬃcers Michael McCarthy and
Eilish Kirby.
It was fantastic to see over 150 young women out playing
camogie and having fun with their teammates. The skill
displayed on the day was outstanding and reassuring that
camogie is well and truly alive and thriving in Kerry and most
certainly in Mercy Mounthawk.
Thank you also to Pat Harmon and all the staﬀ at Mounthawk
Pharmacy for supporting our girls camogie team through
donating a first aid bag and contributing towards the cost of
our new squad camogie kit. The entire squad now have new
high quality bespoke socks in our school colours of green and
black! We hope our new kit will help us to continue our success
next year!
A special mention to our many school players who are now
representing Kerry at a senior, minor and U14 level - Katie
O’Dwyer, Ruth O’Connor, Maeve Trant, Roisin Quinn, Grainne
Diggins, Eabha Ní Loingsigh, Rachael Sargeant, Amy
O’Loughlin, Máire O’Connor, Caoilinn Culloo and Jessica Leen.
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Sean O’Neill

Niamh O’Shea

MINOR BOYS

100m, 2nd Sean O'Neill 12.84
1500m, 1st Conor McGibney
75m Hurdles, 1st Saad Abdalla 14.51
4 x100m Relay, 1st 53.91
Long Jump, 3rd Samson Abubakar 4.81

MINOR GIRLS

100m, 3rd Amanda Duyile 13.64
75m Hurdles, 2nd Amanda Duyile 13.3
Shot Put, 3rd Ava Nolan 6.23
4*100m Relay, 2nd 58.72

JuNIOR BOYS

100m, 3 Gregory Cliﬀord 12.61
80m Hurdles, 3 Kundai Mutamenda 17.99
4 x 100m Relay, 1 52.06
Long Jump, 1st Bao Foley 5.43, 2nd Eoin Malik 4.86
Triple Jump, 2nd Eoghan Crowley 7.36
High Jump, 1st Bao Foley 1.60, 2nd Samuel Akinyemi 1.25
Javelin, 2nd Eoin Malik 27.41, 3rd Samuel Akinyemi 14.60

JuNIOR GIRLS

1500m, 2nd Grace Reilly 5.30.39
75m Hurdles, 1st Lucy Mulgrew 13.36,
3rd Jocelyn Cushen 14.51
Long Jump, 1st Lucy Mulgrew 4.30

After a two year forced Covid hiatus, Track and Field
Championships returned to the school’s environment and
once again the black and amber of the Mercy Mounthawk
athletic army jogged forth and showed their dominance.
With the last two senior cycles missing out on representing
their beloved school on the tracks of Munster and Nationals,
it was up to the new fresh faces to claw back some honours
and keep the Mounthawk name firmly on the lips of our
competitors. This new rabble of wannabies showed up,
donned the singlets and toed the line with some of the elite
of Munster and they didn’t hold back on flying the flag high.
At Kerry Colleges Mercy Mounthawk took both the boys and
girls shields with nearly double and triple the score of our
nearest rivals

Girls Shield

1. Mercy Mounthawk
2. Pobalscoil Inbhear Sceine, Kenmare
3. Pres. Tralee

86 pts
20 pts
7 pts

Boys Shield

1. Mercy Mounthawk
2. Tralee CBS
3. St. Brendans, Killarney

60 pts
34 pts
23 pts

The North Munster Schools Championships brought both
days of athletics to the An Ríocht track, thus bringing North
Munster schools to our back yard. Medal after medal started
showing up on the score sheet with the highlight being the
fact that our full contingent of relays - 10 in total, qualified for
Munster Schools Championship.
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Shot Put, 1st Niamh O’Shea 8.44
Discus, 1st Niamh O’Shea 24.9
Javelin, 3rd Immanuella Ogundele 9.7
4*100m Relay, 1st 55.66
INTER BOYS

INTERMEDIATE
GIRLS

SENIOR MEN

200m, 1st Jack Barrett 23.57
400m, 3rd Mohamed Abdalla 58.08
800m, 2nd Mohamed Abdalla 2.13.32
100m Hurdles, 2nd Ryne Yebanez 17.64
4 x 100m Relay, 1st 49
Long Jump, 2nd Ryne Yebanez5.59
Discus, 1st Cathal Murphy 21.83, 3rd Conor Crean 17.06
Javelin, 1st Cathal Murphy 38.80, 3rd Conor Crean 23.50
300m Hurdles, 1st Lilly May O’Gara 47.9
Long Jump, 3rd Rachel Mulgrew 4.48
Javelin, 2nd Doireen O’Shea 27.04
4*100m Relay, 1st 53.12
1.5k Walk, 2nd Lily Novak
400m, 3rd Tadhg Galvin 55.33
400m Hurdles, 1st Tadhg Galvin
4 x 100m Relay, 48.71
4 x 400m Relay, 1 3.53.65

SENIOR WOMEN 400m, 1st Rebecca Falvey 1:03.2,
3rd Lisa Cassidy 01:10.7
1500m St/Ch, 1st Laura Reilly
100m H, 1st Jada Clarke
High Jump, 1st Jada Clarke
Long Jump, 1st Rebecca Falvey 5.53
Shot Put, 1st Kirby Anne Ryan 9.90 3rd Aine O’Shea 7.71
Discus, 1st Kirby Anne Ryan 31.76, 2nd Aine O’Shea 24.17
4*100m Relay, 1st 56.06
4*300m Relay, 1st 3.03.00
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The Munster Schools Track and Field championships took place
in Templemore on Saturday 21st May in favourable weather
conditions. It was a first trip for the school to this venue.
The athletes that travelled were eager to get out and perform.
Though we had depleted numbers due to other weekend
commitments, those that competed gave it their very best.
The following athletes earned medals for themselves and
qualified for the Nationals:

The Irish Life Health Irish Schools Track and Field
Championships returned to Tullamore Co. Oﬀaly on Saturday
4th June and it was a huge event for all, as only a handful had
ever been to the venue before. They all took it in their stride,
checking out the vast arena, sussing out where the sweet shop
was and examining the newly laid mondo track surface. The
weather was favourable and they competed with everything
they had in their souls to give

SENIOR WOMEN Kirby Anne Ryan, 1st Discus 33.37
& 2nd Shot Putt 10.30
Aine O’Shea, 2nd Discus 26.48

Mercy Mounthawk claimed one medal this year and the honour
went to 1st year discus thrower Niamh O’Shea.

SENIOR MEN

Tadhg Galvin, 2nd 400m Hurdles

INTERMEDIATE
BOYS

Ryne Yebanez, 2nd Long Jump 5.80

JuNIOR GIRLS

Niamh O’Shea, 1st Discus 28.60

Niamh O’Shea continued her good form, leading the Junior
Girls discus through to the final round but with two big throws
from her nearest competitors she was pushed into 3rd and a
National bronze medal was her reward for a fantastic 1st year
at the Schools Comps.

Lucy Mulgrew, 3rd Long Jump 4.20
JuNIOR BOYS

MINOR GIRLS

4*100m Relay 1st Eoin Malik, Greg Cliﬀord,
& Bao Foley David Sargent 50.03
Bao Foley 2nd Long Jump 5.30, & High Jump 3rd 1.55

The rest of the Mounthawk crew finished as follows
Minor Girls

Amanda Duyile

75m Hurdles

8th

Amanda Duyile, 2nd 75m Hurdles 12.75

Junior Girls

Lucy Mulgrew

Long Jump

11th

Junior Boys

Bao Foley
Bao Foley

Long Jump
High Jump

4th (by 1cm)
9th

Eoin Malik, Bao Foley,
Gregory Cliﬀord,
David Sargent

4*100m Relay

8th

Inter Boys

Ryne Yebanez

Long Jump

7th

Senior Women

Aine O’Shea
Kirby Anne Ryan
Kirby Anne Ryan

Discus
Discus
Shot Put

Senior Men

Tadhg Galvin

400m Hurdles

10th
5th
4th
7th

Cathal Murphy

Amanda Duyile

Rebecca Falvey

Ryne Yebanez
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Our Annual Carol Service is one of the highlights of the
school year. Normally our school choir, our traditional
musicians and our readers would perform reflective
readings, festive tunes and traditional carols for a large
congregation in St Brendan’s Church. However, for the
second year in a row we were unable to have a live
performance in front of a congregation due to the Covid19
situation. This year however, did allow us a little more
leeway and we recorded our carol service for video stream
as well as recording an audio version for broadcast on
Radio Kerry.
The theme of our service this year was ‘Joy to the World’.
The hope was that our carol service would reconnect
people with the true spirit of Christmas, allow them to
experience the joy of the season and to look forward with
hope for the months ahead.
Mercy Mounthawk’s Christmas Carol Service 2021 was
streamed to the school community and to the people of
the parish of St Brendan’s on 15th December. An audio
version was aired on Radio Kerry on Christmas Day and
it is fair to say that all of the students and teachers involved
put in a wonderful eﬀort to produce a high quality,
thought provoking and reflective carol service. We would
like to thank Radio Kerry for allowing us the opportunity
to showcase some of the wonderful talent we have in
abundance here in Mercy Mounthawk, Fr Padraig and
Fr Amos for getting involved with the carol service and
allowing us to record the readings in St Brendan’s Church,
Ballonagh Church for providing us with the Mercy Chapel
as a place to record the music for our service this year.
The carol service is still available to watch on YouTube at
the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KYuPUD4Adl8&t=1467s
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Donal Walsh Anniversary Mass
On Thursday, 12th May, the choir travelled to Knock,
Co. Mayo to perform at the Donal Walsh anniversary Mass.
It was an honour to be asked again to sing at such a special
occasion and we practiced over many weeks under the
guidance of our music teachers Ms O’Sullivan and
Ms Giltenane. There were schools from all over Ireland in
attendance on the day. The choir performed very well and
received many compliments on their beautiful singing
and the performance of the musicians and soloists.
The day was a celebration of the life of the Kerry teenager
Donal Walsh, his inspiring words and the legacy he leaves
behind. The Donal Walsh LiveLife Foundation set up by his
family continues to promote his anti-suicide message.
It was a very special day.
We look forward to next year when, fingers crossed, we will
be able to perform again for live audiences. We are
extremely excited about our upcoming musical. Watch this
space!
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This year, 38 Transition Year students were presented
with the opportunity to opt for weekly mindfulness
classes following the 9 week, ‘Back to Breath’ programme,
developed in UCC by Pascale De Connik, Pat O’Leary (UCC
Mindfulness Based Wellbeing course tutors) and Catherine
Hallissey (psychologist).
Mindfulness is a way of approaching experience which
allows us to respond more skillfully to whatever is coming
up for us. It is defined as non-judgemental awareness of
the present moment and while it sounds simple, there is a
lot to it. The way we experience life is built up over years
and includes layers of memory, interpretation, habits and
tendencies. Mindfulness allows us to ‘be with’ whatever is
coming up for us and to compassionately respond to our
needs and those of others. The skills learned can be used
and reused across the lifespan.
Some of the most prominent benefits of mindfulness
include decreasing stress, improving physical health and
capacity for learning, increasing self-control, improving
sleep quality, building tolerance, concentration, mental
clarity and the ability to relate to others and oneself
with kindness, acceptance and compassion. We practice
mindfulness in times of calm so that we have the skills at
our disposal when life becomes more challenging, as it

Ella
L-R: Bogdan Meriaki, Lexi Hennessy,

inevitably does from time to time. The events of the
recent past have made many people more aware of how
important self-care is. Some may even have found recent
events unsettling or triggering and so for TY students this
course was timely, resourcing them before they embark
on the final stage of secondary schooling. Issues can often
arise for people in the aftermath of significant change,
which they may have experienced as traumatic to a degree,
so with the reopening of society the course was welcomed
by many.

AMY HEAPHY TRANSITION YEAR
From my experience of the courseI found that mindfulness
allows us to relate better to feelings of being overwhelmed
or anxious in particular. Feeling anxious is a very common
part of life for young people as they navigate school.
The teenage years are full of ‘firsts’ and the skills and
attitudes practiced in Mindfulness help us to cope while
meeting these various life hurdles. Many student
participants on the ‘Back to Breath’ course spoke about
feeling noticeably calmer and ready to face their day on
course days. Ms McKenna delivered this course to TY during
the year as part of her own studies on the Mindfulness
Based Wellbeing post grad oﬀered at UCC. She is looking
forward to delivering the course to TY’s and others into
the future.

za
Kelliher, Bryan Kelly, tymoteusz Pieg
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TY Active Leisure Students presenting Kerry Cancer Support Group with cheque

‘Resilience is accepting your new reality,
even if it’s less than the one you had before.
You can fight it, you can do nothing but
scream about what you’ve lost, or you can
accept that and try to put together
something that’s good.’ Elizabeth Edwards
After two long years of living with Covid, with lockdowns,
cancellations and masks we seem to now be on the other
side. The Class of 2022 have shown great resilience to deal
with so much, when so much was taken away. When you
think about it, our Transition Year students had only one
normal, full year in Mercy Mounthawk. We only phased out
the masks last March! With The spectre of Covid over us,
our students entered Transition Year on the 30th August,
unsure what the year would bring us. But I know they
haven’t been disappointed we went surfing, walking, we
went to Jail ... on Spike Island, We held the biggest fashion
show to date, we shot each other at paintballing, we
laughed at comedy in Siamsa, we watched live
performances in Siamsa with The Importance of Being
Earnest, we ran history week, science week, participated in
our Christmas choral service, Thanks to Slattery’s Travel we
had a brilliant tour to Dublin and the North. We went
orienteering, we had live music in school with Whistleblast,
we had overnights in Dingle and walked to Annascaul ...
no mean feat. We had Eurolanguage events. We ran a
Eurovision Show, the Active leisure gang ran many sporting
events including the victorious defeat of the students in the
teacher vs student match! A lot has and is going on with
TYs and this is only a snapshot.
Resilient students who didn’t allow Covid to ruin their year.
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This year our theme was Unbuntu, Community and with
197 students, our TYs certainly epitomised this word. They
worked together as a group, the TYs helped run events in
our school community, they picked litter, raised funds and
they welcomed our new students, our Ukranian students
with open arms!
I want to thank our Transition Year students for their
constant engagement during the year and despite the
challenges faced by our reality, you were a great group to
truck along with I want to thank the board of management
and the senior school management, especially Ms Muldoon
Walsh, Mr Fleming, Mr Kissane and Mr O’Roarke ... they have
supported everything we have done, looked for solutions,
ideas and especially cover for our Transition Year.
Finally I want to thank our core team, Betty Farrell, Cora
McElligott, Liam Culloty, Alison Lynch, Rachel O’Neill,
Charlotte Tansley and Lyndsey Moriarty for the huge eﬀort
they put into running this year. They are the guides,
mentors and support for our Transition Year Students.

TY Students of the Year: Kim Mc Tigue, Odhran Ferris and
Mr Redican, TY Co-ordinator
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TY Active Leisure | Soccer
TY Active Leisure organised an FAI soccer
coaching qualification -PDP1 for TY students.
Chelsea Noonan from the FAI delivered the
course to students at the start of April.

TY Active Leisure |
First Year Olympics
Competition
The TY Active leisure class organised a
first year Olympics competition this year.
There were three team representatives per
sport and it took place in the hard court.
There were free throws, penalties and a
crossbar challenge. It took place on 22nd
of October 2021. It was a well organised
event for our first time.
All money made went to our charity the
Kerry-Cork cancer link bus. We were
delighted that all the first years had a
great day and we raised €1,358.30 for
the Kerry cancer bus by running a First Year
Olympics, 2nd Year Basketball blitz,
First year girls football blitz and a staﬀ
vs students basketball match.
Many thanks to all students and staﬀ
who supported these worthy fundraisers.

TY Active Leisure | GAA Referee Course

by Keelin Enright and Odhran Ferris

On the 14th of January Pat Sheehy came in and gave our TY Active Leisure
class a course in GAA refereeing. We were all very excited and couldn’t wait
to get this course because we are a class full of footballers. Pat provided
the course allowing us to be certified to referee Go Games at underage
level up to u10 in our local GAA clubs.
The course provided us with the basic knowledge and understanding
needed to referee the Go Games and we all found it very beneficial.
We will be awarded with a certificate for completing the course at the
end of the year. The Mounthawk TY Active Leisure class would like to
say a huge thank you to Pat for coming in and providing the course.

Classes 1.1 and 1.2 and their teachers Ms
Mairéad Mc Auliﬀe and Ms Caitlín Ní Dhubhda
headed oﬀ to Ballybunion in May to get a
better understanding of the formation of
landforms of coastal erosion and coastal
deposition in the area. They also looked at
how this vulnerable coastline is protected
from coastal erosion. We saw first-hand the
importance of the golf course and tourism to
the economic development of the town.
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The play is a farce in which two women, Gwendolen and
Cecily, find that they can only fall in love with suitors by
the name of Ernest, having already been proposed to
by men who are not in earnest when they claim that
Ernest is their name! Through the discovery of family
secrets hidden in the famous handbag the situation is
eventually resolved. The show delivered lots of fun and
escapism, perhaps the light relief needed by many in
January 2022.
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The play was directed by local writer, actor and director
Mr. Frank Houlihan with assistance from English
teachers Ms Buckley, Ms Condon and Ms Daly. The cast
of ten were elegantly attired in costumes created by
Ms Leonora Breen and her assistant Helena Donovan.
John Hurley and Mr Redican supported set design with
innovative projection technology while props from
Ms Casey and Ms Condon added the finishing touches
to help the cast feel earnestly Victorian.
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Cast members L-R: Conor Breen, Róisín Reidy, Judith Waugh, Amy Naughton, Adam Dineen

And what a cast of characters it was. Molly Sheehy and Emmet
Christie returned characterful performances as the characters
Miss Prism and Lane. Eoin Griﬃn’s bumbling Dr Chasuble
provided delightful comedy as he wooed Ms Prism. Judith
Waugh’s Lady Bracknell received rapturous applause and indeed
she was a formidable figure as she majestically swept across the
stage after putting everyone in their place with her eye rolls and
exaggerated vowels. Conor Breen’s performance as Jack
Worthing (one of the two ‘Ernests’) abounded with energy and
few would believe he had only just recovered from a broken
collarbone. Adam Dineen played Algernon Moncrieﬀ and
delivered Wilde’s heightened language and witty epigrams
with great panache. Roisin Reidy shone as Gwendolen and
demonstrated a clever understanding of the character in her
movements, voice and expressions. Amy Naughton embodied
the young Cecily Cardew excellently, delivering lines with an
innocence that fitted her character’s status as Jack Worthing’s
ward. No country manor would be complete without its loyal
staﬀ and both Rachel Feely and Cliodhna O’Connor MacCarthy
enhanced Act two with an elegant serving of afternoon tea
while trying to ignore the tensions between Gwen and Cecily!
The show encountered many challenges since it started out last
October due to Covid-19; masks, social distancing, cast and crew
members getting Covid or being a close contact but thankfully
nothing stopped it in the end; “all’s well that ends well”.

Cast members
Front L-R: Clíodhna O’Connor MacCarthy,
Rachel Feeley, Molly Sheehy,
Back L-R: Adam Dineen, Emmett Christie,
Conor Breen, Amy Naughton, Judith Waugh,
Eoin Griﬃn, Róisín Reidy.
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This is Me sweet sale

Bandage your Language
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Last years’ Award Winning YSI team Red Flags - ‘Break the Silence’
were invited this year to take part in the YSI ELEVATE initiative.
This programme is an accelerator initiative and support network
for teams that have demonstrated significant impact through
their YSI projects and who wish to continue to develop and
advance their social innovation plans.
The Red Flags team were the overall All-Ireland winners of the
2021 Young Social Innovators Award. Their project was aimed
at educating young people on the signs and indicators of toxic
relationships and encouraging young people to openly discuss
relationships in a safe environment.
5th Year Students Grainne Leahy, Róise O’Donnell, Lauren Nolan
and Isabel Ryan were delighted to have the opportunity to work
with Young Social Innovators Ireland throughout the year to
help them make connections, avail of mentorship from social
entrepreneurs and professionals in various disciplines in
advancing and gaining awareness for their project initiative.
In November, Red Flags attended a ‘kick-start’ YSI Elevate
networking event where they met other Elevate teams and
specialists in areas such as funding, strategy, PR,
communications, enterprise development and innovation.
Red Flags had the opportunity to hear from these professionals
who oﬀered specific advice and guidance related to further
development of their innovation. It helped the team get a clear
idea of how to progress their project and the next steps to take

to achieve their goals. Following this meeting, a number of
fantastic mentoring oﬀers were made to the team from local YSI
leaders, the Dublin Rape Crisis Centre and virgin Media Tv
as they were so impressed with the project and saw such value
in the social issue that Red Flags highlights.
The Red Flags team met once every week to connect and work
on their initiative. With the guidance and support of their
professional mentors, they have been developing their own
original SPHE educational lesson resource pack for secondary
school students. They have been connecting with the HSE,
Virgin Media and their Creative Team in light of bringing this
SPHE lesson pack to fruition.
The team were also invited to speak as youth panellists at this
year’s Children’s Rights Alliance Online Safety Conference.
This conference was part of the 1,2,3 Online Safety Campaign
calendar which focused on advocacy on the Government’s
Online Safety and Media Regulation (OSMR) Bill which is due
for publication imminently. They also featured as VIP Guests
in an interview at this year’s YSI National Awards. The team
did themselves, their peers and the school extremely proud
in representing their project and raising awareness around
such an important issue in the online world.
We look forward to seeing what 2022/23 brings for Red Flags
and their project development. If you would like to follow and
keep up with this YSI project journey our instagram handle is:
@redflags_ysi2020
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The Minister for Education, Norma Foley announced a competition
to select a design for a logo to represent BLAST - Bringing live arts
to students and teachers - a new initiative which will allow for
over 400 new Arts in Education residencies in schools each year.
The aim of the scheme is to allow pupils in schools all over the
country the opportunity to work with a professional artist on
unique projects.
The reason for the competition is to include the voice of the
student in this very important initiative in schools. The winning
design will be adapted by a professional Design team and used
by the Department of Education and by schools when they are
publicising BLAST.

The Judging panel for the competition included music industry
leader Louis Walsh and visual communications programme
lead TU Dublin, Brenda Carmody.
Tayla Jae Morcombe, 5th year student in Mercy Mounthawk
was a Runner Up in the competition. Her teacher Ann O’Shea
Daly explained how each letter in her design symbolised
a diﬀerent element of creativity that exists in the Mercy
Mounthawk school community. Congratulations Tayla!

Restoration of
Rath Cemetery Statues
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RTE’S ‘THIS IS ART’

The Committee at Rath Cemetery approached Ann O’Shea
Daly (Art Teacher) to restore 3 statues and the bell at Rath
Cemetery in Tralee. Kim McTigue and Alex Maritz,
both 4th year students completed the
restoration with their teacher.

TY student Amanda Breen submitted this amazing
artwork to RTE’s ‘This is Art’ competition and it is up on the
RTE gallery website for competition
https://www.rte.ie/thisisart/gallery/county/kerry

Previously these two students were
also involved in the restoration of
St. John’s Travelling Crib statues again
with their teacher.
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Rachel Feeley

Matthew Guerin and Cathal Fitzgerald
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Sean Kelly, MEP with Student Council members
Front: Lewis Hughes, Nour Salem and Abigail Barrett O’Callaghan. Back: Tara Kilgannon, Rory O’Flaherty, Fionn Hassett, Shiam Rahman,
Cian Millar, Séan Kelly MEP, Shane Kissane, Aoife Hammed, Gabija Dackauskyte and Aisling Hammed.

MOuNTHAWK CLIMATE
CONFERENCE
MAY 2022
The other main activity of the Student
Council Environment Group was a school
environment/sustainability conference
which examined the areas of Energy, Transport, Water, Global
food Systems and Fast Fashion. We had about 70 members of
the student Council involved. The conference was on 13th May
and started at 9.00am and finished at 2.45 pm. As a broad
outline each of the conference groups discussed their topic
and came up with 5 local resolutions and 5 possible Global
resolutions ... just to have them look at the bigger picture.
The resolutions were put to the floor by members of each of
the working groups followed by a Q&A session after each of
the reports.

A week or so after the conference, Sean Kelly, MEP came to the
school to listen to the outcomes and to hear about the action
items which were decided upon. He spent almost an hour
with the entire Student Council and filled us in on some of the
climate initiatives that he is involved in at the European
Parliament.
The training workshop at Gortbrack Organic Farm and the
Climate conference were grant aided by Worldwise Global
Schools (WWGS).

After the resolutions section of the conference each of the sub
groups met again and discussed ideas for 'actions'. Each group
was asked to come up with two action projects that could be
delivered in the school or in the locality of Tralee town. Each
group reported their action projects to the floor which were
debated, followed by a Q&A session and then the finalised
Action Projects were decided upon.

SUPERVISED STUDY WILL RETURN NExT YEAR.
Supervised study is available to all students from:
Monday to Thursday | 4.00pm to 6.00pm or 4.00pm to 7.00pm
APPLICATION FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN AUGUST
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Ag imirt Biongó

Buaiteoirí an chomórtais dearadh t-léinte i Rang Ms Reidy

Buaiteoirí an chomórtais griangrafadóireachta san Idirbhliain
2022 Isabel Moriarty, Katie Naughton & Gearóid O’Connor

Lucht na céadbliana- Buaiteoirí an Chomórtais Seanfhocail;
Jolin Weng, Naomi Oluwadarasimi agus Cathal Fitzgerald
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Buaiteoirí Chomórtas tráth na gCeist taobh B
Elliot Maher, Ciara Brown, Sarah Slattery agus Almha Sheehan
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This year we have all been called on to respond to the
refugee crisis in Ukraine, to reach out and support our
fellow eastern Europeans who are subjected to attack
and the suﬀering and injustice of war. And our school
community, parents and students and staﬀ, has responded
with contributions of cloths and food for aid and in
fundraising for the Red Cross. That is as it should be.
That is the very spirit of our ethos as a Catholic school to respond to social injustice and provide help and hope.
With that in mind the Religion Department set about to
make the links between our eﬀorts for refugees and our
school ethos and realised that in Lent the old tradition of
the Stations of the Cross provided a frame of reference
and meaning.
We have been gifted a set of framed images of the Stations
by a south American artist Adolfo Esquivel who pained a
modern day set in the context of the persecution of this
own people under the dictatorships of the 70’s in South
America. He won a Nobel Peace Prize in 1980.
The stations were hung on the school corridor and
provided a space for reflection for our religion classes on
the current injustice and war in Ukraine. History repeats
itself; whether in Roman Jerusalem, 2,000 years ago, or in
South America in the 1970s or Ukraine in 2022, there are
those who will abuse power and wage war and oppress
and kill and cause suﬀering. Some of our TY ICT classes
prepared reflections on the stations which you can see at
the following web links:
https://animoto.com/play/KyZZ1CeSimvafnPR03eWzQ
The message of the gospel and of these Stations of the
Cross in Lent is that the human spirit can overcome
suﬀering and oppression and injustice. The spirit of Jesus
overcame death to survive to this day. This is the message
of faith and hope at the heart of our school’s ethos and it

provides a belief that is important to our students at this
time. This is not some cosy pious message - but a real-life
one that recognises the reality of suﬀering and oﬀers
hope in that reality in the help and support that we give
to each other. On the way of the cross, Simon of Cyrene
and Mary Magdalene were there to help Jesus.
We are all asked to support and this is the message
that we are trying to make real.

The WhistleBlast Composition Programme is a project where Secondary
Schools students work with acclaimed musicians to devise, create and
present a new work with regional performances and a grand finale
performance in a national venue. This year our TY students performed
their self composed original piece for St Ita’s and Joesph’s student body
in our Centenary Hall. They also had the great honor of performing at
the WhistleBlast grand finale in the Town Hall Theatre in Galway.
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The Literature and Philosophy extra-curricular course enables students to read and discuss some of the most influential,
thought - provoking, and powerful books ever written. From the ancient Greeks to modern day, these works stimulate
thought and conversation on ideas that require our best critical analysis and insights about big questions and timeless
issues. Discussions, readings and activities encompass literature, philosophy, politics, psychology, science, and religion.
Students engage with classical literature which does not feature on the curriculum. They are introduced to a range of
authors from Plato to Nietzsche, Homer to Dostoevsky, and Augustine to Freud. The goal is not for students to think like
the authors we read, but for students to build on the readings to think for themselves. Last term the group read F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s ‘The Great Gatsby’ through the lens of the renowned philosopher Aristotle.

Here is what some of the young philosophers in the group had to say about their experience:

“This course expanded my reading skills to more

challenging reads and I would be more open to more
philosophy texts. From participating in this Philosophy
course, I learned how to analyse human nature in a more
in depth view and learned how to analyse the imagery
in written texts. I would definitely love to continue the
course next year, I had an enjoyable time on the course.
Finally, I would like to thank my teacher for taking time
out of her lunch for our group meetings and making us
informative PowerPoints to aid our learning.”

“I found that the Literature and Philosophy course
Rachel Prenderville, Third Year

helped me in the way that I analyse texts and has helped
me develop skills to better read classic literature. I found
that it was very refreshing and helpful to discover how
these ancient philosophers can still be applied to texts
hundreds of years after their deaths. I would like to
explore more of this course in the future to see how
I can apply it to my understanding of future texts I may
be studying.”

Maeve Trant, Third Year
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“By partaking in the Literature and Philosophy course I

feel as though my ability to structure a well written essay
has increased quite a bit as I am now inclined to think
more deeply on subject matters such as tragedies, which
appear often throughout the English Junior Cycle course,
and I can now reference philosophers such as Aristotle
and their views on the human mind, which will come
in handy during exams. I enjoyed studying ‘The Great
Gatsby’ from a more philosophical perspective as it
challenged me to analyse the novel’s theme and the
choices made by the characters, as well as giving me
the skills to do so with future books I will read too.”

“This course helped me to understand the philosophy
behind books which I did not know before - for example,
what defines a ‘tragic hero’. I would like to continue
the course next year because it is interesting analysing
literature and it helps me to think of the meaning of
texts on a deeper level.”
Nell Ryan Moriarty, Third Year

Charlotte Foley, Second Year
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This year students from every year group in the school took part
in Literacy Week. This years Literacy Week events were organised
by the TY This Is Me Young Social Innovators (YSI) class and the
student council Wellbeing Committee.
There were a number of diﬀerent initiatives this year: Junior
students were invited to enter a design your own bookmark
competition as well as a body positivity themed poetry
competition.
We also organised a book swap. Many students took part in our
book swap, they donated books they had already read and were
able to leave, with a new text to peruse in its place. Any of the
leftover books were donated to the second hand bookshop in
Tralee.
On the Friday we had our Literacy Week Fancy Dress. Students
from across all year groups in the school as well as some teachers
and SNAs dressed up on the Friday and as you can see great
creativity was on show. The overall winner was Kate Brophy with
her unique twist on a traditional Alice in Wonderland costume.

The Kerry Young Historian
Award is a competition aimed at
students who have an interest in
history and would like to explore
their local heritage to uncover
some of Kerry’s untold stories.

This year three students from Mercy
Mounthawk entered and were all awarded
a place in the competition because of their
interesting and well researched entries.
The competition is a collaboration between
Kerry Archaeological and History Society,
Kerry County Council and Kerry County
Museum.
Congratulations to John Feeley who was
awarded second place in the Senior
Category for his research essay into the
history of his family. His research has led to
an indepth knowledge of his family history.
John found it a fascinating and engaging
experience to bring the names of his
ancestors to life by uncovering new facts.

We would also like to congratulate Molly Brick who wrote a thought provoking
and gripping essay about ‘Aero’ Lyons and the Siege at Clashmealcon Caves,
that occurred in the final month of the Civil War. Molly enjoyed researching
and managed to interview people local from the area which gave her a great
insight into the myth surrounding ‘Aero’ Lyons.
Rory O’Flaherty wrote a comprehensive and extensively researched essay on
the history of Ballymullen Barracks and the impact it has had on the town of
Tralee over the years. Congratulations to Rory who came runner up with his
essay. Overall, the students found it to be a worthwhile and beneficial
experience. The competition has enabled the students to develop an
awareness and interest in the stories and buildings that we may overlook.
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This has been a great year for the Transition Year European
Studies Programme in Mounthawk. We began the year by
entering the Goalmine Programme in MTU and four members
of our class became finalists after creating an app called
Shopscan which helps families be more sustainable with their
shopping. The winning team compromising of Keela Huges,
Sarah Brett, Laibhraidh Costello and Clara O’Dowd received a
HP laptop each.
Our Europe Day event this year was an evening of huge
celebration in the form of a Eurovision Lipsync Contest.
Students throughout the school took part, recreating iconic
performances from the Eurovision song contest. We recorded
post-cards for the acts and helped choreograph them,the
costumes were loud and fun. We got students from the media
studies class to livestream the performances and the sound
engineering class to set up microphones for our presenters,
speakers for music and lighting for the stage.What started out
small turned into a huge school event. Ukraine eventually won
and we were so thrilled at what a huge success it was and how
many people tuned in online
We then decided to set about organising our own mock
European Youth Parliament. I became chairperson of the Social
Equality and Justice committee, or SEJ for short. We all went
around to younger classes to promote our committee and
encourage them to join us, which was a lot of fun.
We had a fantastic day in May hosting 70 second year students
divided into a myriad of committees and a day long mock
parliament. They loved the formality of the day but the best
part was how their confidence grew throughout the day and
by the end they were all desperate to give their point of order.
We also took part in a Model Council event with 26 other
schools online organised by the commission oﬃce in Dubin,
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we represented Slovenia on the issue of migration and had
great fun spending time with the Slovenian Ambassador as
well as with other schools from all over Ireland on the day.
One of the best events this year was attending the Munster
Regional Session of the European Youth Parliament which was
held online for three days. We were thrilled to learn that 5 of us
qualified for the National Session which was in person in Cork.
It was five days long and a great experience. I recently got the
news that I qualified to represent Ireland next October abroad
and am honoured and excited by this challenge.
We ended this year welcoming Fergal O’Regan from the
Ombudsman oﬃce of the European Commission and Sean
Kelly, MEP to our school for talks. We also met all of the other
EPAS schools from the South for an EPAS awards ceremony in
Tipperary which was a great day of celebrations.
As I reflect back on this year I think my greatest learning
experience was how accessible European politics can be for
young people. Being part of the EPAS programme enabled me
to feel connected to Europe and other young Europeans. It has
been a great year and a great experience.
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by Kim McTigue, Oisin Gallaher, Sarah Maunsell, Molly Sheehy
As we edged back to normality, little by little after the
disruption of the Covid-19 pandemic, this year our Mercy
Mounthawk Annual TY Fashion Show was able to go ahead in
a blended format of live and virtual. We were all delighted and
looking forward to getting back to some form of normality,
but there was a great amount of planning and preparation
that had to be done to produce such a show and all in the
space of three months. The theme of our show is ‘green is the
new black’. The school has chosen this theme to show our
support for sustainability. Climate change has become a
serious cause for concern particularly in the last few years due
to global warming. We felt that we could do our part to help
educate our peers and our community about this global issue
and highlight the importance of global warming by basing our
fashion show on practicing sustainability.

We also had some celebrity guests who were kind enough to
send us a video wishing us luck on our fashion show. Thank you
to Don O’Neill, David Cliﬀord, the Rose of Tralee of 2019, Sally
Ann Leahy and to Paul Greaney who all made an appearance
on the night.
Overall the night was a huge success and everyone really
enjoyed themselves. Remember, buy less, choose well, make it
last, stay sustainable.

There were many local shops who loaned us the clothes for
the show and we would like to thank them all as without them
there would be no show - as the saying goes ‘what’s a fashion
show without the fashion?’ All the Transition Year students
and even some of our teachers teachers were sorted into
diﬀerent categories like flower power, disco fever, festive
cheer, Rose of Tralee, wedding party, be seen in green and
upcycled clothing. Students used the clothes we were given
by the shops as well as their own clothes. All the clothes were
modelled live on the night and the event was streamed to a
live audience at home. There was even a prize for best dressed
on the night.
The show was a fundraiser and during the show people at
home donated money. From home donations alone we raised
approximately four thousand euro. We then received an
extremely generous donation by Gary Lightbody, member of
the band Snow Patrol of €5,000 which in total gave us an entire
amount of about €9,000.
All money raised on the night went to the Kerry Cancer
Support Group. They are devoted to providing a warm
welcoming environment while ensuring service users have
free access to programs and resources. They are community
based, volunteer driven, community supported organisation
and we were absolutely thrilled to be able to contribute such
a substantial amount to them.
James Dowling and Robert Emerson MCs on the night
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This years’ Leaving Cert Graduation mass took place in St. John’s
Church, Tralee, on 25th May. It is the first time since 2019 that
the ceremony was held in person with a live congregation and
It was wonderful to be able to celebrate again together as a
community. It was an emotional day for many students,
teachers and I am sure parents alike, a day filled with nostalgia,
memories, well wishes and hopes for the future.

Emmett Christie, Ronan Clancy, Matthew O’Mahony, TJ O’Sullivan and
Paddy O’Sullivan

Graduation is a special time, a time for our sixth year students
to look back and to look ahead - to look back and cherish the
memories and the friendships they have made throughout
their five or six years here in Mercy Secondary School,
Mounthawk and to look ahead to the future and to the many
hopes and dreams that lie ahead.
Planning for the Graduation Ceremony started weeks before
the day and a team of dedicated teachers met regularly with
the sixth years to organise a ceremony that would allow us
celebrate this special rite of passage in a meaningful way. The
ceremony began with our Opening Hymn ‘Christ be our light’
and Fr. Padráig then opened the proceedings by welcoming
everyone. Our Head Boy, Hugh Griﬃn and Head Girl, Judith
Waugh then addressed their peers. Thank you to all our readers
on the day and to our school choir. Special mention to our
soloists Maedhbh Hanafin and Amy Naughton who were
angelic in their performances.

Amy Naughton, Matthew McDonnell
and Isabella Gacek

David Hughes, Conor Bradshaw, Dara
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Ellen Cooke, Katie Dwyer, Kathy Dwyer and Lara Flynn

Mr O’Roarke sincerely thanked Fr Padriag and the dedicated team of
Religion teachers, decorators, caretakers, secretaries and staﬀ who
worked so hard to make this a really special ceremony. The ceremony
concluded with the final song - ‘Slipping through my fingers’ - sung by
Amy Naughton. We wish the Class of 2022 a fond farewell as they
journey on now to their next adventure. We wish them health and
happiness as they embark on the next step of their voyage through life.

Ciara Begley, Dawn McLarnon and Jada Clarke

Newsome and Peter Fitzgerald

Paula Rogers, Anna Fitzgerald and Therese Foley

L auren Cliﬀord, Lola Rose Le Prince, Rebecca Falvey and Millie Dunne
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With the landmark anniversary of twenty years coming around, it was felt that an event to mark the
occasion was most certainly called for. The ten year mark was celebrated with a garden fete which,
though windswept, had been the source of some great memories. And so, especially in light of the
pandemic, we thought, what better than to do the same this time around to mark our second decade?
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The garden fete was held on Sunday 22nd May and it was a
success far beyond all of our expectations, with huge crowds
pouring through the gate all afternoon to enjoy the many fun
activities on the day. We were genuinely thrilled that so many of
our own school families, students, parents and siblings alike and
a huge number from the wider community came to join us in the
school on Sunday. It served as a firm reminder of Mercy
Secondary School’s centrality to the lives of so many people and
families of Tralee and there was a palpable sense of warmth and
appreciation towards the day.

The oﬃcial ceremony began with a short prayer service led by Fr.
Padriag and our school choir performed some hymns for the
invited guests. Gerry McGuill, the CEO of CEIST was in attendance
and he addressed the invited guests.He spoke of the enormous
breadth of activity for which the school has become not only
known for but also highly regarded for. He pointed out that Mercy
Mounthawk is a school where participation is highly valued across
many areas but achievement is also evident, with wins in the
sporting arena and academic competitions in the current year
drawing his praise.

This was most evident at our oﬃcial reception which was held in
the Centenary Hall to start the celebrations. This was the only
formal part of the day and it provided a space for staﬀ, past and
present, members of the sisters of the Mercy Order,members of
Boards of Managements past and present, local dignitaries and
other invited guests to reminisce, to look back and to speak of
times gone by, changes that have taken place and future changes
that will be coming down the line. It was wonderful to see so
many who have contributed so much to the school community
over the years back in the school building to mark this special
occasion with us.

Margaret Mc Cormack, Chairperson of the BOM and Mr O’Roarke
our Principal also addressed the invited guests. They then cut the
special 20th Anniversary cake which was designed and made by
past pupil Isabelle Lynch @Cakes_byisabelle.
A short commemorative video was screened showing the very
wide range of activity our school community has been involved
with over the past 2 decades. This video can be seen here:
https://youtu.be/rpJVZhg2ywA
With formalities over, all were free to enjoy a fun-filled afternoon.
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The School Gym
The gym housed an international food and culture fair. The
students involved went above and beyond expectations ( with the
help of some fantastic parents) and ran an excellent event. There
were numerous stalls set up around the school gym representing
diﬀerent cultures in our school community - Nigeria, Albania,
Poland, Pakistan, Jamaica, Algeria, Egypt, Ukraine, Syria, Iraq and
Bangladesh were joined by our new Ukrainian friends who cooked
some traditional treats in our Home Economics rooms and who
proudly produced a beautifully decorated stand. Our wonderful
students took responsibility for designing and running their own
stall. Each culture was represented with sweet and savory dishes
and students wore traditional dress.Some students showed henna,
jewellery, ornaments and clothes.Spontaneous Arabic dancing,
food-tasting, music and costumes contributed to a wonderful
carnival atmosphere in the hall.
The PE hall also hosted not one but two coﬀee shops serving
beautiful cakes and treats to all, it was capably staﬀed on the day
by our SNA team and members of the parents’ council.
For our younger attendees, there was a cupcake decorating stall.
The children had great fun putting icing, chocolate and sprinkles
on the cupcakes of their choice.
The gym was also the place where we displayed our 20th
Anniversary student bake oﬀ competition - to say the designs were
of a high standard is an understatement. Also in the gym you could
hook a duck or have a go at the lucky dip for prizes.

The Outside Marquee
We had a large marquee set up in our hardcourt to cater for our
Live music event. In the outside marquee, we recreated our famous
school ‘Centenary Sessions’ with live music performances from
many of our talented students. A wealth of top talent seriously
impressed the audiences all day long. Well done to our student
council members for making this happen.

Sports Event
For the more active, there was a fun-filled sports and activity day
on the school pitches with obstacles, tug-o-war, races and all
manner of novelty competitions. The hungry could enjoy Cotters’
barbecue food, a crepe or an ice cream from the van on site.
Hugely popular was the face and nail-painting station manned by
our LCA and TY classes and which really added to the party
atmosphere.
There was such a positive, celebratory atmosphere throughout the
whole site on the day, helped in no small part by the fine weather.
It was truly a day to remember and we will be forever grateful to a
dedicated planning committee who made it all happen. There were
too many involved to mention, but to all who hung bunting, served
teas, made and gave out medals, prepared stalls, sold tickets, ran
sports events, sang, set up sound, decorated, moved endless
quantities of furniture, set up tents, directed traﬃc and gave so
generously of their time to make the day a success, our heartfelt
‘thank you’. What can be achieved when we are ‘ag tarraingt le
chéile’ is indicative not only of a glorious past but gives the promise
of an even better future for our school.
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Awards night
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This year we celebrated the achievements of so many wonderful
students in our Annual Awards Ceremony which took place in the
school gym on 17 May. This was the first live Awards ceremony that
has taken place since 2019 and while we did our best to maintain
and produce innovative and meaningful ceremonies online over the
past few Covid years, it was very special to be able to be back in
person with our students and their families on such a wonderful
occasion, an occasion where we acknowledge the hard work,
commitment, community spirit, christian leadership and overall
excellence of students who have shone in one way or another
throughout their time with us here in Mercy Mounthawk.
Speaking of our 20th Annual Awards ceremony, Mr O’Roarke
commented that we have been blessed over 20 years to have had,
year on year, groups of talented, gifted and capable young people
through the corridors of this school and again this year we are able
to acknowledge another cohort of wonderful students.
As back in 2002 on our very first Awards night in the school, we still
recognise national awards. In 2002, it was a national Judo title. This
year we have an All Ireland Boys Basketball U16 title, an All Ireland
Girls’ U16 Football title, a Dunlow and Frewen Cup title. These are
fantastic achievements by the students and staﬀ in our school. It is
fitting that in our 20th year we have won our first All Ireland Girls’
Title and our first Frewen Cup. That speaks of the development of
sport in the school (boys and girls) since our foundation and the
commitment of so many over those years. Having won the Kerry
titles again this year, we had over 50 athletes who have qualified this
week for the Munster’s. Sport is thriving in our co-educational
school.
Mr O’Roarke mentioned also the top school award in the BT Young
Scientist competition and the individual and group awards, the
national placing in the Maths Quiz, the team who have qualified
again this year for the YSI finals, the choir who continue to perform
nationally as in Knock this Thursday and the drama group who
produced another wonderful production in Siamsa this year.
The richness of co-curricular involvement has blossomed and
flourished over the 20 years.
Since 2002, we have grown our awards ceremony to include awards
for students who live out the ethos and values that are central to the
school, such as social awareness, charity and care, community
service, innovation and creativity and you will see the recipients
through-out the evening. These young people who give such
service to others in our school are the ones who create the positive
and uplifting atmosphere that is at the heart of the school.
Mr Fleming and Mr Houlihan were our Masters of Ceremony for the
night and they proved to be a great double act - watch out Ant and
Dec! Mr Fleming acknowledged that the awards celebration is all
about hope. Hope that our youth, our young people, can bring us
all to a better, brighter future. ‘You give us hope that you will do
things better than the generations gone before you. You will care
for this planet that we, in my generation, have done much to
destroy. You will see war and suﬀering and rise to the challenge and
reach out a hand to help those in need. You will produce a more
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caring society, tolerant, free of prejudice, where people can be
(freely) themselves in ways not even thought of when I was your
age. You give us hope.’
And so we began our presentations, we had many award winners in
the Christian Leadership, Comhar, School Spirit and Diligence
categories. Students who excelled academically in the diﬀerent
subject areas were also honoured.
Darragh O’Connor, Adeola Idowu, Conor Bradshaw and Jack Dakissia
were the members of our All-Ireland Maths Quiz Team and they were
the recipients of the Senior Maths Award, Jack Dakissa was also
awarded the Tadhg O’Connell Memorial Award for excellence in
Physics. Conor Bradshaw, Dara Newsome and David Hughes were
awarded the Science Excellence Award for their wonderful
achievements and their many awards in BT Young Scientist
Exhibition, Sci Fest and other competitions with their Specs - A
wearable smart device for dementia patients project. Our Junior
Science Excellence Award was presented to two First year students
Matthew Guerin and Cathal Fitzgearld. Our winner of the
Engineering Award was Adam Doyle.
Gach uile bhliain mar chuid de cheiliúradh oíche na ngradam
bronntar dhá ghradam Gaeilge ar bheirt scolairí ardteiste. Bronntar
Gradam in omós do Mháire Uí Gheiní ar an té a fuair an marc is airde
sna bréagscrúdaithe Gaeilge. Bronnadh an gradam seo ar Judith
Waugh i mbliana. Bronntar Gradam in omós do Sr Joan ar dhalta
ardteistiméireachta a leiríonn díograis, suim sa chultúr agus grá don
teanga. Bronnadh an gradam seo ar Kirby Anne Ryan. Guímid gach
rath orthu araon. The Art Award this year went to Ellie Stack and
Milo Frampton. The European Studies Award went to Declan
Mangan and the Student Council Award was presented to Hugh
Griﬃn.
Ms Ní Mhuirceartaigh and Mr Brosnan then came to the stage to
present our Sports Awards, honouring those students who have
excelled in sport throughout their time in Mercy Mounthawk. The
Sports Person of the Year Award went to two students. The first
was awarded to Clodagh Murray, an outstanding footballer and
current Kerry minor. Clodagh is also an outstanding basketball
player and a wonderful team player who is always there to support
and encourage her teammates. The male sportsperson of the year
award was presented to Joey Nagle. Joey is a fantastic footballer, he
is currently a member of the Kerry U20 team and was previously a
Kerry minor team. He is also a gentleman and a great example to
those around him.
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We had some wonderful musical performances from our school
choir throughout the night and Maedhbh Hanafin treated us to a
stunning rendition of the much loved Italian song Nella Fantasia.
The Drama Award for 2022 went to Amy Naughton. Amy has been
involved in music, drama and singing in one form or another since
she came in the door of the school six years ago. She has graced the
stage of Siamsa Tíre both in leading roles and as part of the Chorus
in almost all of our plays and musicals over the past six years.
The Martha Brassil Award is an award that is given to students who
have faced challenges throughout their time in the school and who
have met those challenges and overcome them with courage,
resilience and with determination. The winner of the 2022 Martha
Brassil Award was Julia Klimas.
Head boy, Hugh Griﬃn and head girl Judith Waugh were up next to
announce the Student Choice Award which was selected by 6th
year students. This year the award went to Cathy Palmer.
Mr Kissane announced Josh Cunningham and Alannah O’Connor as
this years’ joint LCA Students of the Year.
The Chairperson of the Board of Management, Sr. Bernadette
Costello took to the stage and congratulated all of the class 2022.
She acknowledged the parents who had supported their sons and
daughters along their journey to this point and she remarked that
the parents themselves deserve an award, a very prestigious award,
an award for tolerance and understanding and fortitude and
patience.
She went on to present the CEIST Award to Joey Nagle for his
outstanding contribution to the life of Mercy Mounthawk
throughout his time here. Joey has given of his time, shared his
talents to bring success to the school and demonstrated leadership
qualities through various activities and various roles over the past
number of years. He has in many ways espoused the values and the
ethos of CEIST, he is most unassuming and has modelled for the
students and indeed all in our school community respect, diligence,
commitment and most of all good practice over the past 6 years. He
has also brought numerous successes to the school and strives for
excellence at all times.

The next award was the Board of Management Award and Sr
Bernadette announced Emily O’Brien and Jack Dakissa as the
winners of this award. Both students have given of their time, they
shared their talents to bring success to the school and they have
both demonstrated their leadership qualities through various
activities both academic and extra-curricular in various roles over
the past six years. They have inspired their peers to a very high
standard and have done it with a sense of graciousness, good
humour and commitment and their presence has made a diﬀerence
to Mercy Mounthawk.
The Principal, Mr O’Roarke presented the final two awards of the
night. According to Mr O’Roarke, These two students embody the
values of the school. The first of those awards is the Principal’s
Award. This Award was presented to Hugh Griﬃn. Hugh’s sense of
service throughout his time in the school has been immense. He
always sees a job through to the end. He has been an advocate for
his peers through the student council. He is polite, caring, respectful
and wise and has contributed in a hugely positive way to the life of
the school throughout his time here.
The final award of the night was the Catherine McAuley Award.
This award was presented to Judith Waugh. Catherine Mc Auely
herself understood what social justice was about and she lived it
and believed it and did something about it. Judith, like Catherine
Mc Auley, is a force for change in the world. She has demonstrated
that since she started with us in first year in Mercy Mounthawk. She
gives generously of her talents and she has many of them. She is
talented, articulate and genuine, she has integrity and a wonderful
grace and she has given selflessly of her gifts and talents throughout
her six years in the school.
Mr O’Roarke finished up by congratulating each and every one of
our award winners and by wishing all of our sixth years the very best
as they voyage forwards. Congratulations to all! If anyone would
like to see the awards night in its entirety with the full list of
recipients, you can do so at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LoNth0sm8U
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A new Board of Management was inaugurated in the school last October and began its work with a review
of the school’s strategic plan to identify the priorities for the new plan - 2022 to 2024. This year we focused
on evaluating the following aspects of school life: ICT provision, Curriculum and Timetabling, Wellbeing and
Anti-Bullying and Assessment and Reporting.
ICT
Our E-Learning Plan is grounded in the National Digital Learning
Plan and uses the funding from the Department to further our
goals in three distinct areas: Infrastructure, CPD and Curriculum
Planning.
Since 2020 Mounthawk has focused on installing classroom-based
PCs in all rooms and upgrading the overall network in the school.
In 2021/22 as part of our ICT School Improvement Plan (SIP), the
school replaced and upgraded our server and the Wifi network
throughout the entire school campus increasing the bandwidth.
In relation to CPD, Mercy Mounthawk has also moved another
step closer towards becoming a Google Reference School. This
will see our school being recognised by Google as a standard
bearer of best practice internationally in Digital Education. It
acknowledges Mounthawk’s outstanding use of technology and
how we use it to drive positive learning outcomes for our
students. The Board of Management funded the training of
teachers across the subject department, many of whom have now
passed their Google Educators Level 1 exams and three teachers
are accredited with the Google Educator Level 2 certification.
Further CPD will continue next year.

WELLBEING
As we emerge from COVID-19, we carry a fresh perspective on the
importance of wellbeing and the necessity of developing selfmanagement skills and resilience to meet the challenges of life.
The experience of the last few years confirms the importance of
focusing on wellbeing in the curriculum.
In our commitment to support students most eﬀectively in the
school, the Pastoral Care Team and Year Teams were restructured
this year to further increase the level of support that each student
receives. This review reflects best practice as outlined in the new
Student Support Team Policy developed by the Department of
Education and NEPS in 2021. Our new school policy will be
published in September on the school website.
In December, the Minister for Education, Norma Foley, initiated a
national review of bullying and support strategies in schools.
As part of that initiative, we carried out a survey of 942
Mounthawk students in December 2021 to gather data. Students
were surveyed regarding whether they had experienced bullying
in any form: social, cyber, verbal, racial and/or physical. This
quantitative data provided the basis for focus groups and has
proven invaluable in helping to identify targeted interventions
that will now be put in place for each year group in the coming
year.
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Based on the findings from this survey, the school is designing a
program for SPHE classes which will focus on mechanisms for
dealing with conflict, developing coping strategies when feeling
isolated, and building resilience. We are rolling out the FUSE
programme and the ‘Friends for Life’ programme as part of this
process. This initiative will be integrated into the Wellbeing
programme of the school and will ensure that students have a set
of essential skills to deal with conflict in order to prevent it from
escalating to the level of bullying.
MOBILE PHONE uSE
We all experienced how useful to education mobile phones
became during COVID-19. We are also mindful however of how
important it is to strike a balance between their usefulness as a
tool in life and the potential distraction and pre-occupation of
social media and the consequent overuse and potentially
inappropriate use of phones.
This is an agenda on which the school is currently focusing and
we will be working with staﬀ, students and parents in September
to reconsider an approach to eﬀective and appropriate phone
management in the school, which will support students in
managing distraction and in developing healthy phone-use
habits.
CuRRICuLAR DEvELOPMENTS
Mercy Mounthawk is a pilot school for the new Leaving Certificate
Computer Science and P.E. subjects. The first cohort of Senior
Cycle Mounthawk students has just sat the Leaving Certificate
examination in these subjects and we await their results.
There has been a significant increase in the number of students
participating in Mounthawk’s Transition Year programme to
over 80% of the 3rd year group. This has meant that the school
has reviewed the curriculum and programme for next year to
better serve the spread of interest. We are also mindful of
addressing the upcoming changes in Leaving Certificate as part
of this review. We will be informing incoming TYs and their parents
of these developments in September.
Following meetings with parents, we will be introducing Polish as
an extra language in the school curriculum in the coming year.
This is a significant development in the MFL (Modern Foreign
Language) curriculum in the school. We now oﬀer French,
Spanish, German, and Polish to Leaving Certificate Level.
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Through the last term, a group of teachers has redesigned our
digital comment banks which accompany the students’ results
that are reported on at each end of assessment point. The new
comments will allow teachers to provide a more individualised
feedback to each student and take into account Assessment for
Learning strategies as part of our improved reporting structure.

Assessments (CBAs) and the expected restructuring of the
Leaving Certificate has led staﬀ to consider the evolving model
of classroom provision for students. In light of these curricular
changes, and the positive experience in other schools, our staﬀ
in Mounthawk has decided to move to a one hour timetable in
September 2022.

TIMETABLE CHANGES for 2022/23
In September the school will move to a one hour timetable.
Developments in the Junior Cycle Curriculum with its focus on
Active Learning and the development of the Classroom Based

Following consultations with the other schools in Tralee, who
are also moving to 1 hour timetables, we will restructure the
school week to include a ½ day on Wednesday. The
timetable for next year is as follows:

MON

TuES

WEDS

THuRS

FRI

8.55 - 9.55

1

1

1

1

1

9.55- 10.55

2

2

2

2

2

BREAK

BREAK

Assembly 10.55-11.15

BREAK

BREAK

3

3

WEDBRE 11.15-11.30

3

3

BREAK 10.55-11.10
11.10-12.10
12.10-13.10

4

4

11.30-12.30

4

4

LUNCH

LUNCH

12.30-13.30

LUNCH

LUNCH

13.50-14.50

5

5

5

5

14.50-15.50

6

6

6

6

LuNCH 13.10-13.50

#THINKLANGUAGES 2021
In November our TY students celebrated all the languages spoken locally
and across the world with a wide variety of activities, workshops and talks.
Our modern languages team of teachers organised a great day of activity
for TY students to highlight foreign languages and cultural experiences for
think Languages. Chinese calligraphy, Filipino martial arts and Spanish
flamenco dancing were among the activities they sampled. The students also
created and produced a wonderful video showcasing diﬀerent cultures and
languages in Mercy Mounthawk available at https://t.co/v2AXc5iq9a

#ThinkLanguages National TY Event

Time to Pause Ramadan and Lent
In April this year, we experienced a conjunction
of three major holidays of Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam - Passover, Easter and Ramadan.
This year, all three fell simultaneously, which
is very unusual due to the diﬀerence in the
two calendars - Christian and Islamic.
For us in Mercy Mounthawk, it was a time
for reflection within our school community,
a time for understanding and a time where
the common experience of fasting, reflection and charity between our students of diﬀerent faiths brought a deeper sense
of unity, compassion and support for one another. It was wonderful to see our halls and general purpose area dotted with
images, reflections, explanations and prayers from both traditions.
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